
Benefits

• Evaluate your cyber defense program 
across the six foundational functions

• Identify your cyber defense 
and security program gaps based
on frontline experience

• Understand how to improve your 
organization's overall detection and 
prevention capabilities

• Build or enhance your organization’s 
cyber defense program to achieve 
security resilience

• Customize your engagement through a 
tiered service model

Assess your ability to effectively detect and respond to evolving 
cyber attacks

Overview
For organizations who are looking to build a new cyber defense function from the ground 
up, enhance their existing processes and supporting technology, or effectively measure 
their program performance, Double Technologies helps by improving your cyber defense 
posture against persistent and sophisticated real-world attacks. 

The Double Technology's Cyber Defense Assessment evaluates an organization’s cyber 
defense capability, which typically includes the security operations center (SOC), incident 
response, cybersecurity validation, and cyber threat intelligence teams.

The assessment is led by Double Technologies consultants who leverage industry best 
practices and deep frontline expertise responding to advanced threats across various 
geographies and verticals. After the evaluation, Double Technologies delivers a report that 
contains a detailed improvement roadmap and prioritized implementation 
recommendations specific to your organization's needs.

Our Approach
Double Technologies consultants review key elements of the six critical functions of cyber 
defense, which have been identified as foundational blocks for an effective security 
program:

• Threat Intelligence. Understand and identify the latest threat actor tactics, techniques, 
and procedures (TTPs) to effectively prioritize your detection and response efforts.

• Hunt. Proactively search your enterprise for ongoing or previous compromise utilizing 
adversary intelligence including operations, victims, and methodologies. 

• Detect. Identify malicious behavior based on suspicious activity seen in your 
environment or systems that indicate the threat’s presence and informs operators for 
defensive course of action.

• Respond. Actionable and capable response with potential remediation of suspicious activity 
in your enterprise environment once a compromise is suspected.

• Validate. Continuous systemic and targeted technical testing to validate existing 
security controls are effectively protecting your critical assets as expected.

• Command and Control. Establish and manage mission control for proper authority and 
direction of the cyber defense functions, largely focused on your people and processes.

Cyber Defense Assessment



Each of these six functions, associated with different cyber defense processes, tasks, 
technologies, and responsibilities, are thoroughly assessed and then validated by Double 
Technologies consultants through a combination of the following phases:

Documentation Review. A thorough review of your organization’s relevant 
cyber defense documentation such as incident response, threat hunting,  and 
threat intelligence plans and playbooks.

Logging Configuration Analysis. A review of critical log samples to validate 
configurations for effective visibility that supports your organization’s threat 
detection and response.

Tabletop Exercises. Discussion- and scenario-based tabletop exercises 
with your organization’s technical and executive stakeholders to assess your 
end-to-end response actions and decisions to cyber security incidents (up to 
two exercises).

Simulated Threat Detection Controls Testing. Simulated attacks conducted in 
your organization’s network in a safe and controlled way to assess the 
effectiveness of your existing threat detection controls.

Reporting and Debrief. A report that details prioritized tactical and strategic 
recommendations, as well as an actionable roadmap for improving your 
organization’s overall cyber defense capability.

Assessment Tiers
Since organizations differ in size, maturity, and business goals, the  Defense Assessment 
is tailored to each organization’s specific needs through a tiered service model (see Table 
1). 

Core competencies are reviewed and augmented with various support activities, offering 
varying delivery components depending on the organization’s chosen service tier.

Completion of the engagement typically takes four to six weeks depending on the 
selected tier.

Deliverables 

After the assessment, Double Technologies 
consultants deliver a report that includes:

• A detailed listing of recommendations to 
implement as you build or improve your 
cyber defense capability 

• A technical briefing

• An actionable roadmap of prioritized 
initiatives for recommended execution of 
improvements (Tier II and Tier III) 

• An executive briefing (Tier II and Tier III)



Tier I
Assess

Tier II
Assess, Exercise

Tier III
Assess, Exercise, Validate

Documentation Review X X X

Logging Configuration Review X X X

Detailed Cyber Defense Assessment Report X X X

Technical Briefing (report walkthrough) X X X

Executive Briefing (customized PowerPoint) X X

Cyber Defense Team Skills Matrix Exercise X X

Cyber Defense Capability and Industry Comparison X X

Cyber Defense Improvement Roadmap X X

Industry Threat Insights X X

Technical Tabletop Exercise X X

Executive Tabletop Exercise X

Simulated Threat Detection Controls Testing  
X

Table 1:
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